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For each completely distributive lattice L with order-reversing involution, the 
fuzzy real line R(L) is uniformizable by a uniformity which both generates the 
canonical (fuzzy) topology and induces a pseudometric generating the canonical 
topology. If L is also a chain, the usual addition and multiplication defined on 
R = R( (0, 11) extend jointly (fuzzy) continuously to @ and 0 on R(L). Three fun- 
damental questions in fuzzy sets until now are: 
Question A. If L, EL,, is R(L,) uniformly isomorphic to R(L,) in some sense? 
Question B. For each chain L, is @ (jointly) uniformly continuous in a sense 
which guarantees its (joint) continuity on R(L)? 
Question C. Is R(L) a complete pseudometric space in some sense? 
We construct categories a;DU and OJ using the [quasi-] uniformities of B. Hutton 
which enable us to answer these questions in the affirmative. These results enhance 
the canonical standing of the fuzzy real lines and so give additional justification for 
answering in the atlirmative: 
Question D. Does fuzzy topology have deep, specific, canonical examples? 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Throughout this paper L is a complete lattice with bounds 0 and 1. 
Unless stated otherwise, only when speaking of quasi-uniform spaces 
(defined in Sect. 2) is L assumed to be completely distributive, and only 
when speaking of uniform spaces and the fuzzy real lines (defined below) is 
L assumed to be completely distributive and to have an order reversing 
involution a + a’ (and so is a DeMorgan algebra). An important example 
of L in fuzzy set theory is I= [0, 1 ] with a’ = 1 - CI. 
Let X be a set and L a lattice. Elements of Lx are (L-) fuzzy sets in 
X [75, 121. If T c Lx is closed under (arbitrary) suprema and finitely 
indexed i&ma (and so by convention contains the constant maps 0, I ), t is 
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an (L-) fuzzy topology on X and (X, L, z) is an (L-) fuzzy topological 
space [ 13,211. If IL1 = 2, then Lx N P(X) and r is an ordinary topology on 
X. Since IL1 > 2 is always allowed in this paper, the adjective “fuzzy” is to 
be understood when speaking of topologies, continuity, etc., and so is often 
dropped. 
The (L-fuzzy) real line [w(L) [21, 111 is the set of all equivalence classes 
[Al> where A.: U&Y + L is monotone decreasing, A( ( +cc ) - ) = 0, 
A( ( -co) + ) = 1, and p E [A] iff A(t - ) = ~(t - ) for each t E [w. We generally 
write 1 for both [A] and the representative 1;this abuse is inconsequen- 
tial [41,42]. The canonical (L-fuzzy) topology on [w(L) has subbasis 
(L,, R,: CE [ -co, +a]}, where for ZE[W, L,(A)=(A(t-))‘, R,(A)= 
I(t+);fort=+~,L,~landR,-O,andfort=-co,L,-OandR,-l. 
By [w(L) we also intend the set K!(L) with the canonical topology. The real 
lines are essentially fuzzy-topologized spaces of distribution functions 
(cf. [17, 30,411). 
The real lines are important, canonical examples of (fuzzy) topological 
spaces. For each L, [w(O, 1 } c [w(L) and Iw{O, 1 } is topologically 
isomorphic to [w [21, 111. The partial ordering on [w ir Iw { 0, 1 } extends to 
[w(L), and for L a chain, addition and multiplication extend jointly (fuzzy) 
continuously to @ [60] and 0 [64] on [w(L): for each chain L, [w(L) is a 
complete fuzzy topological hyperfield [60, 641. Many topological proper- 
ties are possessed by [w(L): oip(L) and the (L-fuzzy) unit interval Z(L) [21] 
satisfy many separation axioms [54, 61,63,43]--e.g., for each L the 
canonical topology of [w(L), I(L) is induced by the canonical uniformity in 
the sense of [22, 8, 631 which also induces a pseudometric inducing the 
canonical topology [63]; I(L) exhibits various compactness conditions 
under various lattice conditions [ 11, 32, 611; [w(L), I(L) exhibit various 
connectedness conditions under various lattice conditions [59, 611; and the 
uniform, normal, and perfectly normal spaces as defined in [21, 221 are 
characterized using I(L) by the Hutton-Urysohn lemmas [21,22,62-J. 
Studies of these real lines, other fuzzy real lines, and other canonical exam- 
ples of (fuzzy) topological spaces include [2-6, 11, 14-22, 27-29, 32, 
4&44,54,5&64]. 
In [62] we constructed the category T of fuzzy topological spaces (called 
FUZZ in [62] and defined in Sect. 2): it is the smallest category in the 
literature containing all the real lines viewed as (fuzzy) topological spaces. 
But there has been no categorical framework for all the real lines viewed as 
(fuzzy) uniform spaces in the sense of [22, 8,631. Thus, a fundamental 
question of fuzzy sets is 
Question A. Is it possible to compare two real lines as uniform spaces; 
in particular, is DB(L,) uniformly isomorphic to [w(L,) in some sense if 
L, N L,? 
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In [38], Lowen constructed a category of (fuzzy) uniform spaces for the 
lattice L = Z (with a’= 1 -a). He then showed in [41] how to use 
hyperspaces to place a uniformity of [38] on R(Z) which made 0 of [60] 
uniformly continuous. But this uniformity is not compatible with the 
canonical topology on R(Z) and so this uniform continuity of @ does not 
imply the continuity of 0 on R(Z) (nor the continuity of + on iw{O, l}). 
Thus, a second fundamental question of fuzzy sets is 
Question B. For each chain L, does 0 possess a type of uniform con- 
tinuity which guarantees its continuity on R(L)? (See Question 7.2 
of [64].) 
Completeness and completions of the uniform spaces of [19 and 381 
have been studied extensively by Hohle [19] and Lowen and Wuyts 
[46,47]. A fundamental question which remains is 
Question C. In what sense are the real lines complete either as uniform 
spaces or as pseudometric spaces? 
It is the primary purpose of this paper to answer Questions A, B, and C 
in the affirmative. More precisely, we obtain the following results: 
(1) Using the quasi-uniform spaces of Hutton [22] we construct in 
Section 3 a new category ark of quasi-uniform spaces and morphisms such 
that the functor mapping QU into U is a natural extension of that mapping 
UNIF into TOP. 
(2) In Section 4 we construct a new theory of neighborhoods of fuzzy 
sets which characterizes the topology generated by a quasi-uniformity. 
(3) We construct in Section 5 induced subspace and product quasi- 
uniformities and show, using our theory of neighborhoods, that the 
subspace and product quasi-uniformities induce the usual subspace and 
product (fuzzy) topologies. 
(4) In Section 6 we answer Question A in a full subcategory of &pU, 
i.e., the uniform spaces of Hutton [22]. 
(5) We answer Question B in Section 7 by showing that for each L, 
@ is quasi-uniformly continuous with respect o the product quasi-unifor- 
mity on R(L) x R(L) induced from the canonical uniformity on R(L); this 
quasi-uniform continuity implies the uniform continuity of @ with respect 
to the product uniformity induced on R(L) x R(L), the continuity of 0 on 
R(L) x R(L) equipped with the canonical product topology, and the con- 
tinuity of @ on R(Z) x R(Z) equipped with the canonical star-product 
topology. 
(6) We answer Question C in Section 8 by showing that if c1> y > CI’ 
in L’, R(L) is strongly cr-complete in its pseudometric. 
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These results are further indication of the canonical stature of the real 
lines and thus are additional evidence for answering in the affirmative the 
following question (see [40,41] for a closed related philosophical 
question): 
Question D. Does fuzzy topology have deep, specific, anonical exam- 
ples? 
Another philosophical question may be addressed by these results. Let 
(X, L, z) be a topological space, let d be the collection of all constant maps 
in Lx, and put zc = z v o; (X, L, f) is a stratifiedfuzzy topological space in 
accordance with [52,53] and Uk [62] (called %‘k in [62]) is the full sub- 
category of T of such spaces. Let R”(L) [62] denote the stratification of 
R(L). Question B is a valid question if “R(L),, is replaced by “W(L)“, but 
the solution is an immediate consequence of (5) above (Section 7). Thus, 
the simplest solution for this question posed about objects in T, uses 
objects in U-U,. This, in addition to the arguments of [62] and 
Section 9, would seem to answer in the negative 
Question E. Is U too general a framework for fuzzy topology? 
An alternate viewpoint is suggested in [33341,44,45], where the notion 
of including all constant maps in each topology was first proposed [33] 
and developed [33-41, 44,453. See also the bibliographies of C33-41, 
44,451 and also [lo, 14-201. 
Some comparisons of our approach with the uniformities of the usual set 
theory, the uniformities of Lowen [38], and the T-uniformities of 
Hohle [18] are deferred to Section 9; in this section we also comment on 
the generality of the categories ClpU and U (and the implications for 
Questions D and E) and state several open questions prompted by our 
results and methods. We give the needed preliminaries inSection 2. 
2. PRELIMINARY NOTIONS 
DEFINITION 2.1 [62]. By U (called FUZZ in [62]) we intend that 
category of objects and morphisms as follows: 
(1) The objects are fuzzy topological spaces (as defined in Sect. 1). 
(2) Let f: X, +X, be a function, let 4-l: L, + L, be a lattice 
morphism (preserving (arbitrary) v and A , and also ’ if L,, L, have ‘; 4 
is only assumed to be a relation from range of dP ’ to L2), let 
f-+Lp+Ly by f-‘(b)=bof, and let F;‘: Lp--tLiyl by 
F;’ =#-‘of-‘(b). Then (f, 4): (Xi, L,, z,) + (X,, L,, r2) is a morphism 
if F;~(u)ET, for each uet2 (cf. [23]). 
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The justification f r calling the lattice morphism 4-l instead of 4 can be 
seen in [23]. The morphism (f, 4) is (fuzzy) continuous; it is also a (fuzzy) 
homeomorphism if f is a bijection, 4 is an isomorphism, and (f-l, 4-l) is 
also a morphism. If 4 = i, (the identity on L), (f, iL) is also represented by 
f (since F;’ = f -I), in which case f is (fuzzy) continuous. We also need 
find: L;yL + L;“2 defined byA,,, = V {a(~): f(x) = y}; we will write f(a) 
for find(a). 
Let (A’, L, T)E [TI and A c A’. By p(A) we mean the characteristic 
function for A defined from X into L. The subspace (fuzzy) topology on A 
is z(A)= (~1 A : u E r } [71] (fuzzy subspaces based on fuzzy subsets are 
studied in [9, 10,631). The formal definitions of basis and : ubbasis are 
given in [ll, 717. 
Let U’k be that full subcategory of U in which for each object (X, L, z), T 
contains all the constant maps (r in Lx. For (A’, L, z) E /U/, put rc = z v rr, 
and define Gk : T + U, by 
G,c(X L, z)= (X L, ~“1 
G,(fi 9) = (f, 4). 
PROPOSITION 2.1 [64]. Gk is afaithfulfunctor. 
Let T(L, 4) be that subcollection of objects and morphisms of lJ in 
which L and 4 are fixed; T,(L, 4) is analogously defined. Note 
TOP ” -h(O.‘l.~,,,4. The approach to fuzzy topology in [lo, 12,20,21, 
2628,31,45,51&O, 68-731 is represented by U(L, iL), that approach in 
[IO, 33-41,44,45] by U,(Z, i,) (note in these papers /U,(l, i,)i are called 
fuzzy topological spaces and I%(Z, i,)l - IT,(Z, i,)l are called quasi-fuzzy 
topological spaces), and that approach in [23,24] by the full subcategory 
of U of singleton spaces (1x1 = 1). Heuristically, T is the smallest category 
which generaiizes TOP, accomodates these approaches, and contains all 
real lines; it also generates in a natural way the framework for topological 
spaces in which the open sets exhibit second-order fuzziness (see [62] and 
cf. Question E of Section 1). 
DEFINITION 2.2. Let {(A’,, L, z,)}, c IU(L, d)I and let rep: x,X, -+ X, 
denote the projection. 
(1) The &product topology x+z, has subbasis {d-‘arc;‘(u): UEZ,}, 
[64]. If b= i,, the d-product topology becomes the categorical 
Goguen-Wong product on T( L, iL) [ 13,741 and is denoted by x ry. The 
canonical product topology on R’(L) x R(L) is the Goguen-Wong product 
induced from the canonical topology on R(L). 
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(2) Let L = Z with ~4 = 1 ---a. The star product topology * has sub- 
basis 
{ uy, * ... * uyn * p( x,,,,X,): u?,ET.,, for each i}, 
where (a * b)(x, y) = a(x). b(y) [ll, 631. The canonical star product 
topology on R(Z) x [w(Z) is that induced from the canonical topology on 
W). 
PROPOSITION 2.2 [63]. For L = Z, the Goguen-Wong product is con- 
tained in the star product. 
DEFINITION 2.3 [22]. Let X be a set and L a lattice. By a quusi-unifor- 
mity on X, we mean a set of maps 4! c (Lx)(Lx) which satsify: 
(1) @#4 
(2) VUE LX, VUE@, a< U(a) 
(3) V{qJ, c LX, VUE a, w/, uy) = v, Vu,) 
(4) v VE( LX)@,) satsifying (2, 3), UE @ and U < V’* VE @ 
(5) U,, US~%a3U~%, U<U, A Uz (where (U, A U,)(u)= 
U,(a) * U,(a)) 
(6) UE@*~VVE~?‘, VoV<U (where 0 denotes the usual com- 
position). 
For UE (Lx)(Lx), define UP’ E (Lx)(Lx) by 
U-‘(u) = /j (b: U(b’) <a’}. 
Then CT? is a uniformity if it satisfies (l)-(6) and also 
(7) lJEc!?=t= U-‘E+2 
LEMMA 2.3. For each a E Lx, 39?(u) c Lx, 
(1) VWa)=a 
(2) AcLX and V A=u=>Vbc9?(u), 3c~a2, b6c. 
Lemma 2.3 is originally due to Raney; we have stated it as in [22]. 
DEFINITION 2.4. Let U, VE ( Lx)(Lx). Define U d VE ( Lx)(Lx) for U, V 
satisfying Definition 2.3 (2, 3) by 
(UdV)(u)=V {(VA V)(b): bE%(u)} 
(where %?(a) comes from Lemma 2.3). 
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If U, V satisfy Definition 2.3(2), (3), then U AV is the largest member of 
(LX)‘L”’ which satisfies Defintion 2.3(2), (3) and is less than or equal to 
U A V; also (UdV’)-‘= CldU-’ [22]. 
If S c (LX)‘LX) satisfies Definition 2.3(2, 3,6), Y is a subbasis for a quasi- 
uniformity ((9’)) on X: V is this quasi-uniformity if V satisfies (3) and 
3s ,,..., S, E 9, A,S, 6 V. If Y additionally satisfies (5), Y is a basis for this 
quasi-uniformity written now as (Y). This quasi-uniformity is a unifor- 
mity if .Y satisfies (2), (3), (5)-(7) [22]. 
DEFINITION 2.5 [22]. Let (X, L, @) be a quasi-uniform space. The 
topology induced or generated on X by %! is 
r(“U)= uELX:u=V {aELX:3u&, U(a)gu} 
i 
It follows [722] that 
Int(u)=V {MEL*: UE%, U(a)<u} 
is the associated interior operator. 
3. THE CATEGORIES Qu AND U 
In this and later sections, “quasi-uniform” and “uniform” are understood 
in the sense of Definition 2.3. 
DEFINITION 3.1. Construction of QU and U. 
I. Objects. Objects are of the form (X, L, J&), where in the case of QU, 
(X, L, %) is a quasi-uniform space (based on L), and in the case of U, 
(X, L, a) is a uniform space (based on L). 
II. Morphisms. A morphism from (X,, L,, a,) to (X,, L,, 4?&) is of the 
form (,f, #I, #*) such that the following conditions are satisfied: 
(1) f: X, -+ X, is a function. 
(2) (6t:L4L and &‘:L2-+L, are lattice morphisms (by 
Definition 2.1(2)); we only assume #2 is a relation. We require 4, to be a 
surjection, 4 o 4;’ < iL2, and 4; ’ 0 dI 2 iL,. Categorically (viewing L, and 
L, as pre-ordered categories), these inequalities say 4, + 4, I. 
(3) Put @: L;yI + LF by @(a) = 4, “a; we also designate @ by Cd,]. 
Put @;: ’ : Lp -+ L;yI by @J; ‘(6) = 4, ’ 0 b of; we also designate @y’ by 
[&Ii’. Put F- ‘: (L#Lf2’ -+ (Lf~)‘~f” by F-‘(B)= @j’~Bo@of,,,; we 
call F-’ the auxiliary map of (f, d,, &). It is required that F-‘( V)E+~~ for 
each VE qz. See Fig. 3.1. 
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FIGURE 3.1 
III. Composition of morphisms. (g,~1,11/2)~(f,~,,~2)=(gof,~10~,, 
$z o &). The auxiliary map is designated (GF) - ‘. 
Remark 3.1. The requirements in Definition 3.1 (11(2)) that 4, be a sur- 
jection, that d,o 4; ’ Q iL2, and that 4; ’ 0 d13 i,, are not too restrictive. 
(Let L be a lattice with IL1 22, L,= L, L, = Lx L (direct product), 
&'(a)=(~ l), and 4,=x1 (P ro’ection). Then both #Al and d1 are lattice J 
morphisms, 4, o 4, 1 = i,, and 4; ’ 0 4, 3 iL,, where 4, 1 is an injection and 
4i is a surjection, but neither is an isomorphism.) On the other hand, each 
is essential: Proposition 3.2 below requires 4, be a surjection, and in 
Section 5, Proposition 5.3 requires $1 0 $2’ 6 i,, and Lemma 5.2 requires 
4; 1 o 41 > iLI. Also note the Adjoint Functor Theorem guarantees a unique 
4, 1 for a given 4, (and no more than one d1 for a given 4; ’ ); nonetheless, 
it is convenient to explicitly designate and “track” each map. 
DEFINITION 3.2. A morphism (f, dl, &) is quasi-uniformly continuous. It 
is a quasi-uniform isomorphism if f, d,, and & are bijections and both 
(f,dl,&) and (f-‘,#;‘, 4,‘) are morphisms. Note if (f, dl,&) is a 
quasi-uniform isomorphism, the conditions d1 0 4; 1 < iL2 and 42’ 0 d1 2 iL, 
imply 4, = h. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. QU is a category; U is a full subcategory of QU. 
Proof: The details are straightforward; we discuss two of them. The 
two-sided identity for (X, L, 4Y) is (i,v, i,, iL). The composition of 
morphisms is a morphism if F-‘(G-‘(B))= (GF)-’ (B) for BE (Lf’~)‘~f’), 
i.e., if 
and 
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We prove only the first identity. Let a E L;y’ and z E X3. Then 
[$I0 41 l((~“fhnd(a))(z) 
= Il/i(~ik(f(~))(Z))) 
= $1 (4, (v 14x): df(x)) =4)) 
= v WdMwH: dftx)) =zl 
= v {v w,tllt~tm):f(4 = y}: g(y) = z}
=v {*I (41 (v 1 a(x):ftx)=Y~)): g( )=zj
= v wlmdft4tY)): g(Y) = 4, 
= $1 (v w, of(a))(Y): ‘r(Y) =4
= IC/1Mh~f(~))(Z)) 
= (ICI, ogt4, of(a)))(z) 
= ( IYogind ’ @ ohnd)(“)(Z)~ I 
PROPOSITION 3.2. Let (A’, L, %) be an object in QU, let (f, dl, &) be a 
morphism in QUJ, and put 
Then J,, is a jiinctor of QU into U. In particular, quasi-uniform continuity 
implies continuity. 
Proof: The only detail that merits checking is the following matter: if 
(X4,,&): (Xi, L,,@)+(X,, L,, 9’) is a morphism in QUJ, is (A&): 
(Xi, L,, ~(92)) + (X2, L,, T(V)) a morphism in T? It is initially convenient 
to require f to be a surjection; this restriction will be removed later. We 
need the following lemma. 
LEMMA 3.3. Zf f is a surjection, then @ ofind :L;Yl + Lp is a surjection. 
ProoJ: For b E Lp, define CELF by c(v)=V {a:~$~(~1)=b(y)} and 
define u E L;y’ by a = c of: Then @(f(u)) = 6. 1 
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Let v~r(Y). Then 
u = V {b: V(b) < u for some VE Y} 
=V {V(b):b~Lp, Vd$,}, 
where Vb/;b= {VEY: V(b)du}. 
Computation yields 
=V {@‘r-‘(V(b)): b~L~,l’~~~ 
=V {(G/o V)(b): bELp, VE%} 
(3.1) 
where (3.1) is assured by Lemma 3.3. Now put 
F-‘(Y), = {F-y V): VE “y-, F- ‘(V)(a) < q’(u)} 
eu= {UEW U(a)6@j’(u)). 
Then 
F&‘(U) < v {I;-‘( V) a): aELiY’,FyV)EFqY),} 
<V (U(a): aELF, UE+~~} 
< cry’(u) = F,-,‘(u), (3.2) 
where (3.2) is assured by the quasi-uniform continuity of (f, #t, &). But 
there is equality at (3.2); so F,-,‘(u)~r(&) and (f, &) is continuous. 
To remove the restriction that f be a surjection, we need the following 
discussion. 
DISCUSSION 3.4. Let G? be a quasi-uniformity on X and let A c X. For 
each ae LA, put aP=a on A and a’=0 on X-A. For each aeLA and 
U~%!,put UA(O)=U(Q’)IA~~~~~~%A={UA: UE%}. 
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(1) %A is a quasi-uniformity on A; we call %A the subspace quasi- 
uniformity on A. Requirements (1 t(3) and (5) of Definition 2.3 are clear. 
For (4), let U, Q V, where VE (LA)(LA). Define V’E (Lx)(Lx) by v’(b) = 
(V(b I A))’ v U(b), where U, is induced from U. It is straightforward to 
check that V’ satisfies (2), (3) and that V’ 3 U. Hence V’ E %. Computation 
verifies I’= V> . For (6) let U induce U, ; there is VE %, VO V < U. Then 
computation shows V, 0 V, < ( Vo V), < U,. 
(2) Let the subspace topology on A in (X, %) be denoted rA(@). 
Then ~(a~) = ~~(a). To see this, let u E t(a), set v = u 1 A, and set 
a=// {bEL*: U,(b)bulA, some U,E@~}. 
We have then 
v=V {alA: aELX, U(a)<u, some UEq} 
<V (bEL*: U(b’)lA<ulA some UE%} (3.3) 
<v { U(b’) 1 A: b E LA, U(b’) 1 A d u 1 A} 
= v. 
This forces equality at (3.3), i.e., v= 6. But ~“Ez(Q~) since t7= Int(v) in 
z(9YA). Thus z(‘J&~)I~~(%!). The same sequence of steps, appropriately 
relabeled, establishes r(%*) c z*(e). 
To complete the proof of Proposition 3.2, let (f, #i, &): (Xi, L,, a) + 
(X,, L,, 9’“) be a morphism. It follows that (f, di, d2) is a morphism 
into (f(X,), L2, %&,+this is a straightforward consequence of Dis- 
cussion 3.4( 1) and the following fact: if a E Lp, then a I f(X, ) 0 f = a of: By 
the surjective case above, (f, &): (X,, L,, r(a)) + (f(X,), L,, T(“#&,)) is a 
morphism. From Discussion 3.4(2), we have (f, &) is a morphism into 
(AX,), L,, r,(,,,(V)). It now follows that (f, &) is a morphism into 
(X,, L,, r(V)) by the fact cited third sentence above. 1 
Remark 3.2. If % is a uniformity on X, then 9YA may only be a quasi- 
uniformity on A c X. But %A induces a uniformity on A. This is discussed 
formally in Section 5. Also note that quasi-uniformities on a fuzzy subset 
are discussed in [63]. 
PROPOSITION 3.5. Let Qu(L, $1, &) denote that subcollection of objects 
and morphisms of QU in which all objects have the same underlying lattice L
409’129fL4 
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and all morphisms have the same second and third components #1, &, and let 
U(L, bl, &) be analogously defined: 
(1) The Hutton approach to quasi-uniformities [uniformities] may be 
identtjiied with a class of unrelated categories, each of the form QU(L, i,, iL) 
CUL, iL, iJ1. 
(2) The category UNIF [TOP] may be identified with U((0, l}, 
ip, ljT if, lj) CT({O, 11, i{0, l,)l. 
(3) Let J, be that functor mapping a particular QU(L, i,, iL) into 
T(L, iL) given by Proposition 8 of [22], and let J2 be the usualfunctor map- 
ping UNIF into TOP. Then 
J, = JoI QU(L, i,, iL) and J, = J, 1 UNIF, 
where J,, is given in Proposition 3.2 above. 
Remark 3.3. “Quasi-full subcategories of QU” may no doubt be 
defined analogous to “quasi-full subcategories of T” and in more than one 
way (cf. DeIinition 3.5 of [62]). Under one such definition, the quasi-full 
subcategories of QtLJ map to quasi-full subcategories of U via J,. We do 
not touch on the question of characterizing such subcategories, but we note 
that the analogous question for U (Question 3.1 of [62]) has been recently 
answered by Eklund [7] and that this solution says that all quasi-full sub- 
categories of U, are full. 
4. NEIGHBORHOOD SYSTEMS OF FUZZY SETS 
In this section we develop a theory of neighborhoods of fuzzy set which 
we use to characterize fuzzy topologies, continuity, and, in particular, the 
topologies induced by quasi-uniformities (cf. [SS] ). Such results are essen- 
tial for the latter esults of the next section which are crucial for Section 7. 
At least three other theories of fuzzy neighborhoods have appeared: 
Lowen [39], Ludescher and Roventa [48], and Warren [72] (also 
see [52,53]). The theory of [39] characterizes topologies generated by 
uniformities of [38], that of [48] does not characterize fuzzy topologies, 
and that of [72] gives a “point-dependent” characterization of fuzzy 
topologies. In any case, a new theory is needed to characterize topologies 
induced by the “point-free” quasi-uniformities of [22]. Our development 
partly parallels [72 and 68, Chap. 91. We abbreviate neighborhood by 
“nbhd.” 
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DEFINITION 4.1. Let (X, L, z) be a topological space and let a, NE Lx. 
We say Nis a nbhdofa iff 3uEr, a<u<N. Put 
Ma(z)= {N: N is a nhbd of u) 
N(T)= (J {Ma(,): UELX}. 
PROPOSITION 4.1. Let (X, L, t) be a topological space. Then for each 
bELx, bez iff[a<b=-bEMO(t)]. 
PROPOSITION 4.2. Let (X, L, z) be given. The following statements hold: 
Pl. 0 E x0 and Vu E Lx, 1 E Na(z) (0 is the zero constant map). 
P2. a < b C. Jy^,(z) c No(z). 
P3. VNEJVJZ), adN. 
P4. NE&JT), N< W* WEJVJ~). 
P5. N, E Jlra.(z) for each CI = V, N, E Jl’“. =.(z) (CI is merely an index). 
P6. N,MeJtr,(~)aNr\ ME&(T). 
P7. NE.A$(z)*~MEA’JT), MGN, and b<M*ME&(t). 
Proof: Each is clear; e.g., P5 follows since a, < U, < N, for each c( 
implies V, a, d V, u, < V, N,. I 
DEFINITION 4.2. We say that 8: Lx -+ (0, 1 }(Lx) is a V;zzy) nbhd system 
on X if the following axioms hold: 
Nl. 0 E 0(O) and Va E Lx, 1 E 0(a) (0 is the zero constant map). 
N2. a < b = 8(b) c e(a). 
N3. NEtI(aa<N. 
N4. NetI( N< W- Wee(a). 
N5. N, E Qa,) for each ~13 V, N, E (V, a,) (~1 is merely an index). 
N6. N,MEe(u)=>Nr\ ME8(a). 
N7. N~e(a)-3M~e(a), M6N, and bGMaMEtJ(b). 
If 0 is a nbhd system on X, we put 
z(e)= {N: a<N*NE&~)}. 
PROPOSITION 4.3. If 8 is a nbhd system on X, then z(0) is an L-fuzzy 
topology on X. 
ProoJ Only the requirement that z(0) be closed under (arbitrary) 
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suprema merits checking. Let (N,}, c z(0) and let a< Va N,. Fix c(, fix 
x E X, and put 
Then b,,E Lx and b,,< N,. So N,~e(b,,). BY N5, V, N,EW, V, L). 
Trivially a < V, V, b,, on X, so by N2 we have V, N, E 0(a). 1 
PROPOSITION 4.4. VU E Lx, MO(r(0)) = O(a). 
Proof One inclusion follows from the definition of z(0) and N4. The 
reverse inclusion follows from N3 and N7. 1 
PROPOSITION 4.5. Let (X, L, T) be a topological space and put 
e,(a) = Ma(T) for each a E Lx. Then $0,) = Z. 
Proof: Because of Propositions 4.2, 4.3, and 4.4, 8, satisfies Nl-N7 and 
hence r(8,) is an L-fuzzy topology on X such that Vu E Lx, &(T(e,)) = 
e,(a), i.e., ,Ir,(z(e,)) = &Jr). Proposition 4.1 now implies the two topologies 
are identical. 1
COROLLARY 4.6. Let t, , z2 be L-fuzzy topologies on X. Then z, c z2 iJf 
J"(r,)cJY^(t2). 
DEFINITION 4.3. Let (A’, L, T) be a topological space. We say 9 c X(r) 
is a basis for h’“(z) iff VaELx, VNEJY;(Z), 3(a,},cL”, 3{B,},cB such 
that 
6) h B,EJI/;&T) 
(ii) a=V,a,dV,B,<N. 
We say Y c N(T) is a subbasis for J”(s) if the collection of all finitely 
indexed infima of members of Y is a basis for M(z). For convenience, we 
may write M(T)= (6%) = ((9)). Trivially, N(T)= {N: Na B for some 
BE 6!8} by N4 and NS. 
DEFINITION 4.4. Let f: X, + X2 be a function, 4-l: L, -+ L, be a lattice 
morphism, and (X, , L, , T r ) and (X, , L2, z2) be topological spaces. We say 
F;’ preserves nbhds if Vb E Lp, NE Nb(z2), F,-‘(N) is a nbhd of F;‘(b). 
The definition of preserves basic [subbasic] nbhds is similar. 
PROPOSITION 4.7. Let f: X, -+ X2 be a function, 4-l: L, -+ L, be a lattice 
morphism, (X,, L,, zl) and (X2, L2, TV) be topological spaces, and N(z2) 
have basis @ induced from subbasis Y. The following are equivalent: 
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(1) (f, 4) is continuous. 
(2) F; ’ preserves nbhds. 
(3) F; ’ preserves the basic nbhds from a. 
(4) F; l preserves the subbasic nbhds from 9. 
ProojI (4) * (3). Consequence of N6 and the fact that F;- ’ preser- 
ves A. 
(3) * (2). Consequence of NS, N4, and the fact that F;’ preserves v 
and <. 
(2) * (1). Consequence of N2 and Proposition 4.1. 
(1) =z. (2). Consequence of the fact that F; ’ preserves 6. 
The other needed implications are trivial. 1
PROPOSITION 4.8. Let (X, L, %) be a quasi-uniform space with 
%=(99)=((Y)) andput &={lJ(a):a~L~, UE@}, g={(B(a):a~L~, 
BEG?}, and 9= {S(a): aE Lx, SEY). Then A’“(t(%!))= (a)= (B)= 
((9 >. 
Proof. First note B c @ c Jlr(s(%)) since a< Int(U(a)) < U(a). To 
show (9) cA’“(r(%)), let A;=, S,(a,)E (9) and put a=A, ai. Then 
a < a,< Si(a,), Si(a;) E J’J$a)), and /ji Si(ai) E Mu(s(@)). 
To see that each of @, B, and (9) is a basis for X(7(@)), we begin 
with 4. Let NE J+:(Z). There is u E s(a), a < u 6 N, where 
u=V {v: U(v)<24 some UE%}. 
For each such v, we have 
a A vd U(a A II)< U(v) 
so that 
a=V {a A v: such v} 
d V { U(a A v): such v, U} 
d v {U(v): such v, U} 
=u<N. 
For the B case, consider a U under discussion in the @ case. There is 
BE@, B< U. So 
aAv<B(aAV)<U(aAv) 
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a = V {u A u: such u} (4.1) 
d /,’ (B(u A v): such Y, B} 
G N. 
The (9 ) case is more delicate. Consider a B under discussion in the B 
case. Then B = A;= 1 Si, where Sj E 9’. The argument (by induction) is the 
same as for B= S, AS2 AS,. From Definition 2.4, 
B(a A u) = ((S, AS,) AS,)(u A u) 
=v{(v {( s, A s,)(C): C&?(b)} 
1 
A S,(b): bE %(a A 0) 
=v {v {s,(C) A s,(C) A s,(b): CEq(b)): bE%?(U A U)] 
> v v {s,(C) A s,(C) A s,(C): C Ew(b)}: bE%?(l2 A 0) 
Now 
U A v=v (6: bE%‘(u A u)} =v {v (c: c&Y(b)}: bfW(u A u)} 
and for each such c 
C < s,(C) A s,(C) A s,(C) E (9). 
Thus at (4.1), a can be written as a suprema of c’s, each c dominated by a 
member of (9 ), and this member of (9 ) dominated by a B(u A u). 1 
COROLLARY 4.9. Let fi X, +X2 be a function, 4-l: L, + L, be a lattice 
morphism, (X,, L,, z(‘!&)) and (X2, L,, z(%$)) be quasi-uniform topological 
spaces, and +Y2 = (( 9)). Then, (f, $) 
basic nbhds from 9. 
is continuous iff F; ’ preserves the sub- 
5. INDUCED QUASI-UNIFORMITIES AND UNIFORMITIES 
DEFINITION 5.1. Let %‘c (Lx)(Lx). Then put (W’= {U-l: UEQ} and 
&AW’=(UAU-‘: UE%!). 
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PROPOSITION 5.1. Let X and L be given and let & be a quasi-uniformity 
on X. The following statements hold: 
(1) % - ’ is a quasi-uniformity on X. 
(2) Q! A% - ’ is a basis for a uniformity on X. 
(3) (a A%-‘> is the smallest uniformity containing any subbasis of 
9; it is also the smallest uniformity containing any subbasis of %!-I. 
Proof: We check only condition (6) of Definition 2.3 for statement (2); 
the other details are clear or found in [22]. Let U AU- ’ be given. There 
are V, WE@ such that Wo W6 V and Vo Vb U. Now W< WOW, so 
W A W- ’ < Wo W, which implies WA W- 1 < WO W. Then 
(WAW-‘)o(WAW-‘)<(Wo W)o(Wo W)< VO V. 
The fact W-’ d (Wo W)-’ = W-‘o W-’ may be used in a symmetric 
argument to establish 
-1 (WAW-‘)o(WAW-‘)< V-‘oV . 
It follows that 
(WAW-1)~(WAW-1)<(V4’)A(V-1~V-1) 
=(Vo V) A(Vo V)-’ 
GUAU-‘. 1 
PROPOSITION 5.2. Let X,, X,, L,, L,, and (f, 4,, &) be given satisfying 
Definition 3.1. II.( 1), (2). Then F-’ has the following properties: 
(1) F- ’ preserves uprema and hence inclusions. 
(2) F-’ preserves infima. 
(3) F-I preserves the A operation as applied to the inclusion preserving 
members of (L,x’)(@). 
Proof: Using the ‘4? notation of Lemma 2.3 we write 
F-'(Bl ABd(a)=@~'((Bl AW(@(f(a)))) 
=V {@frl((Bl * W(h)): hEW@(f(a)))l 
and 
[F;-‘(b) AFp’Wl(a) 
=V (@yl(Bl(@(fk)))) A ~-'(B,(~(f(g)))):gE~(a)} 
=V {@yl((B1 A &)(@(f(g)))): gEWa)j. 
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Put K=@~‘o(B, A B,). To prove (3) we verify 
v {wwk))): sEw4) =v VW: h~CP(f(4))~. 
For “a,” note V @(f(V(a))) = @(f(V W(a)) = @(f(a)). Therefore, 
Vh •~(QXf(~)))~ Wfk)) E @WQa))X h 6 @(f(g)), i.e., vh E W@(f(a))h 
Wfk)) E @(f@‘(a))), K(@(f(g))) 2 K(h). For “ G ,” let h E W@(f(a))) 
and put ch = V W’(h), kh =f-‘(ch) A a. Then 
v {k,: h@WYf(4))) =a A (v {f Itch): h @WWl4))~) 
=a Af-’ (v {CA: h@W(fWH) 
= a. 
Thus t’gE@(u), 3hEW(@(f(u))), gdk,. So 
< K(@(f(f ‘(C/z))) A @(f(u))) 
6 K(@(Ch) A @(f(u))) 
= K(h A @(f(a))) 
= K(h) 
which verifies “ 6 .” 1 
PROPOSITION 5.3. If in Proposition 5.2 we assume Y is a .&basis 
[basis] for a quasi-uniformity on X,, then F-‘(Y) = {F-‘(V): VEY} is a 
subbusis [basis] for a quasi-uniformity on X,. 
Proof. Proposition 5.2 immediately gives conditions (2, 3, 5) of 
Definition 2.3. For condition (6), let U = F- ‘( V) E F-‘(Y) and let BE 9, 
BOB< V. Since F~‘(BoB)<F~‘(V), it suffices toshow F-I(B)l(B)< 
F-‘( B 0 B). For this it is sufficient toshow that on Lp, @ ofind 0@p ’ d iL;2. 
Let bE LT. It is routine to check that “i’(b) <4;‘0 6. Thus 
where the last inequality follows from c$, 04,’ d i,, (Definition 3.1 
W)). I 
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Remark 5.1. If we assume that f is a surjection and the o,o 4, ’ = it,, , 
then the above proof is strenghtened to show F ~’ preserves 0 on Lfz (cf. 
Proposition 5.2). 
Remark 5.2. If f is a bijection, L = L = L,, and I$, = I$* = it,, then F- ’ 
preserves both inverses and supersets, but otherwise need not preserve 
either. Thus F-‘(Y) in Proposition 5.3 need not be a quasi-uniformity 
even if 9 is a uniformity. 
Remark 5.3. Proposition 5.1(3) and Remark 5.2 imply that the obvious 
way of trying to map QU into U will not work (morphisms are not preser- 
ved). By the criteria of Remark 5.2 of [62], QU should be viewed as a 
strict generalization f U. 
Given the above results, the details of the proof of the following lemma 
are straightforward and omitted. 
LEMMA 5.4. Let {(X,, L,, GQ)), b e a collection of objects of OUJ, let Y< 
be a subbasis for %< for each r, and let (f5, df, 0:): (X, L) -+ (X,, L,, %YC) 
satisfy Definition 3.1 II(!), (2) f or each 5. Then the following statements 
hold 
( 1) U 5 Fr ‘(Z$) is a subbasis for a quasi-untformity 9 on X which is 
the smallest quasi-untformity containing UC FL ‘(Y;) and making each 
(f,-, Of, 45) quasi-uniformly continuous. 
(2) 9 induces (by Proposition 5.1) a uniformity % on X which is the 
smallest untformity containing Ut F,‘(YC), and if each %t is a untformity, 
making each (f,, rpf, #$) untformly continuous. 
COROLLARY 5.5. Let X, L, = L= L,, 4, = i, = d2, A c X, and i: A G X 
the injection be given. Zf 9 is a quasi-unzformity on X, then I-‘(9) = 1,, 
where I-’ is the auxiliary map of (i, 4, , &) and S2, is defined as in 
Discussion 3.1( 1). 
Proof The details are straightforward given the computations i(a) = a” 
for aELA, boi=blA for bELX, and I-‘( U)(a) = U(aC) 1 A for each 
UEZ?. 1 
Remark 5.4. Although Corollary 5.5 implies that Lemma 5.1 subsumes 
Discussion 3.4( 1), Lemma 5.7 below explicitly depends on Discussion 
3.4(2). In contrast with Lemma 5.7, Discussion 3.4 avoids the use of nbhd 
systems in showing that the smallest opology making the injection i: A < X 
continuous is the topology induced by the smallest quasi-uniformity mak- 
ing i quasi-uniformly continuous. 
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Remark 5.5. Let X,, L, be given, (X,, L,, 9) be an object in QUJ, and 
(f, di, &): (Xi, L,, 92) + (X,, L,, 9) satisfy Definition 3.1 II(l), (2). Then 
on X, the following uniformities are the same: 
(F-,(2? Air’) AF-‘(Li! Azr’)-‘), 
((F-‘(Z!)AF-‘(a!-‘)) A (F-‘(2) AFp1(2-I))-‘). 
DEFINITION 5.2. Let {(X,, L, 9!&}C be a collection of objects of 
QUJ (L, qS1, c,&), let X be the Cartesian product x 5X, , let rc5 :X+ X, be the 
projection, and let ‘7~’ be the auxiliary map of (n5, di, &). The (#i, d2)- 
product quasi-uniformity 9 on X has subbasis UC Z7,‘(&); the (d,, &)- 
product uniformity % is induced by 9. Zf d1 = & = i,, Z? is the product quasi- 
untformity and % is the product uniformity. 
PROPOSITION 5.6. The following statements hold: 
(1) The projections {(q, 4,, dJ}, are quasi-uniformly [uniformly] 
continuous w.r.t. the ($1, &)-product quasi-untformity [uniformity]. 
(2) The (4,) &)-product quasi-uniformity induces the &-product 
uniformity. 
Proof The proof of (1) is straightforward; that of (2) is immediate 
given the following lemmas. 1 
LEMMA 5.7. Let (f, c$~, &): (X,, L,, a) + (A’,, L,, V”) in QU where % 
is the quasi-untformity (F-‘(V)), and let T,~ be the smallest topology on X 
making (f, &): (Xl, L,, T,.) -+ (X,, L,, z(V)) continuous. Then z,,, = r(B). 
Proof Immediately t,. c r(e) by Proposition 3.2. For the reverse 
inclusion, let a E L;Y’ and consider a basic nbhd of a in r(a); we may 
assume by Proposition 5.3 and Proposition 4.8 that this basic nbhd is of 
the form 
where VE Y. Note V(@(f (a))) is a basic nbhd of @(f(a)) in r(Y). 
Since (J &) is continuous, F-‘(V)(a) is a nbhd of @F’(@(f(a))) 
in r, (Proposition 4.7; F&l = @y ‘). But the $;’ 04~ B i,, condition 
(Definition 3.1.11(2)) implies 
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Thus F-‘(V)(a) is a nbhd of a in r,. It follows that J(r(%)) c N(rW). By 
Corollary 4.6, T(@) c r,. 1 
LEMMA 5.8. Let the collection of objects {(X, L, ?lc))e in QU be given, 
and let S! be the quasi-uniformity (( Ue !le} )). Then z(S) = Vr ~(2~). 
- 
Proof Because of Proposition 4.8, N(z(9)) = (9) = (( lJe 9e)) = 
((Us &)) = “V(Vr r(&)), where the last equality uses the complete dis- 
tributivity ofL. Apply Corollary 4.6. 1 
PROPOSITION 5.9. Let the object (X, L, 22) in QU be given, and let %! be 
the uniformity (2 AZ?‘) on X. Then z(q)=z(2) v ~(2~‘). 
Proof Since (9 AZ? - ’ ) = ((9 u J- ’ )), Lemma 5.8 applies. 1 
6. APPLICATION TO THE FUZZY REAL LINES: ANSWER TO QUESTION A 
DEFINITION 6.1. An object (X, L, a) of U has a pseudometric or is 
pseudometrizabfe [24] if % has a basis {O,: r E R, t 2 0) of symmetric 
elements satisfying D, 0 D, d D, + 5 for each r, s > 0; in this case we speak of 
(X, L, z(q)) as having a pseudometric or being pseudometrizable. A 
pseudometric [S] for such a pseudometrizable space is d: Lxx Lx + 
[0, +co] defined by 
d(a,b)=A jr:b<D,(a)}. 
By (X, L, d) we mean the set X with the pseudometric d-we also call 
(X, L, d) a pseudometric space-and by (X, L, r(d)) we mean (X, L, z(a)). 
The pseudometric spaces (X,, LI, d,) and (X,, Lz, d2) are isometric if there 
is (f, 4) such that 
(1) f: Xi --f X, is a bijection, 
(2) 4: L, + L, is an isomorphism, 
(3) for each (a, b) E Ly x Lp, d,(a, b) = d*(@(f(a)), @(f(b))), where 
@ is defined as in Definition 3.1.11(3). 
In this case, (S, 4) is an isometry. 
PROPOSITION 6.1. Let (X, , L, , %, ), (X,, L,, %$) be pseudometrizable. 
Then 
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is an isomorphism lff there are pseudometrics d’, d, such that 
(h 9): (X,, L,, d,)-+(X,, L,,d,) 
is an isometry. 
DEFINITION 6.2. Let L be given and define [22, 631 B,:: LIwCL) + L”” 
for real E > 0 by 
B,(a)= R,-,, t=max(s: a<(L,,)‘}. 
Put 9(L)= ({B ,:c>O}) and 4?(L)= (9(L)d2(L)- ‘) (by Proposi- 
tion 5.1(2)). 
Remark 6.1. From [22, 631 we have 9(L) [S(L) ~ ‘1 is a quasi-unifor- 
mity on KY(L) generating the right-hand [left-hand] topology, a(L) is a 
uniformity on [w(L) generating the canonical topology, and furthermore 
{B, ABC;’ : E > 0) is a basis of a(L) satisfying Definition 6.1. So R(L) 
(as either a uniform or topological space) is pseudometrizable. We let d(L) 
be the pseudometric induced by {B, AB,’ : E >O}. A property of 
{B, AB,‘:e>Oj, crucial both for building d(L) and for proving 
Theorem B (Sect. 7), is that for real r, s > 0, B, 0 B,, d B, + , , B, ’ 0 B, ’ d 
6-i \ . 
THEOREM A. The following are equivalent: 
(1) L, is isomorphic to L,. 
(2) (rW(L,), L,, &(L,)) is uniformly isomorphic to ([w(L,), L,, @(L,)). 
(3) (Iw(L,), L,, d(L,)) is isometric to (iw(L.,), L , D(L,)). 
Proof: (2)+(l), (3)*(l) are immediate. For (l)*(2), let 4: L, +Lz 
be an isomorphism, let I E iR( L,), and put f(l) = 4 0 ;1. We claim (f, &d) is 
a uniform isomorphism. Because of Proposition 5.2( 1), (3), it suffices to 
show F-‘(Z!(L,))=9(L,), F--‘(~(L,)~‘)=~(L,)~‘, F(S(L,))=9(L,), 
F(9(L,) ~’ = 9(L2)- ‘; we show only the first, breaking the proof into two 
parts. Let ,IE [w(L,) and aE LYW 
1. B,(~(f(a)))(f(l))=R,-.(f‘(~)) in NW iff B,(a)(~)=R,-O) in 
R( L’ ). Since each of c+~,cP - I are order preserving bijections, we have 
(i) a(n) < n(s -- ) = L:(A) iff 
~(a(~))=~(a(f-'(f(~))))=~(a(~-'of(il)))=(~of(a))(f(~)) 
~Lxf(~))==f(J")(s- )=&G- )I 
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(ii) r=max{s:~of(a)<L:} iff t=max{s: a<L:) 
Claim I follows immediately. 
II. F- ‘(E?,)(a)(A) = B,(a)(l). Computing, 
F~‘(B,)(a)(~)=~-‘(B,(~~f(a)))(.f(~)) 
= (d~‘3BF(~qf(u))~.f)(j-) 
=4-V- ,:(fV.))) 
=d-‘((#01-)((r-c)+ )) 
=i((t--E)+) 
= R, ,.(A) 
= &(a)(j-), 
where the last equality follows from Claim I and the fact that 
B,(d of(u)) = R,--, (third equality). This concludes the proof of (1) =S (2). 
For (1) S- (3), let 4, fbe as in the proof of (1) Z- (2). Then the proof that 
(,A 4) is an isometry follows using the details of (1) 3 (2). 1 
COROLLARY A, If a chain L, is isomorphic to L,, then iw( L, ) and 
lQ(L,) are linearly untformly isomorphic (and hence isometric and 
homeomorphic) complete ,fuzzy topological hyperfields. 
Proof The mapping f used in the proof of Theorem A is the mapping J 
used in the proof of Theorem 5.2 of [64]; apply Theorem 5.2 of [64], 
Proposition 3.2, and Theorem A. 1 
COROLLARY A,. If a chain L, is isomorphic to a sublattice of L,, then 
R( L, ) is linearly uniformly isomorphic to a complete fuzzy topological 
subhyperfield of Iw(L,). 
7. APPLICATIONS TO THE FUZZY REAL LINES: ANSWER TO QUESTION B 
In this section, L is always a complete chain. 
LEMMA 7.1. Let A, ,a E W(L). Then the following hold: 
(1) For each UE L, there are a(& ce), b(A, a)E [-co, +co] such that 
/l(t - ) 2 u’ iff t d a(4 c1) 
A(t + ) d a iff t 2 b(l, a). 
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(2) For each c1 E L, 
Proof. For ( 1 ), see Proposition 7.1 of [54]; for (2), see Theorem 4.1 
of [60]. 1 
LEMMA 7.2. For each L,, R, subbasic open sets in k!(L), 
0 -l (L,) = v (ML,) A G’bq) 
,,+r*=, 
where 71 , x2 : (w(L) x [w(L) -+ [w(L) are the projections. 
Proof For t E ( -co, +co), this is Theorem 2.2 of [42]. The cases 
t = --co, + co are straightforward. 1
THEOREM B. Let @,, & satisfy Definition 3.1.11(2) for L, = L= L,, let 
[w(L) be equipped with the canonical uniformity e(L) (Definition 6.2), and 
let [w(L) x [w(L) be equipped with the (4,) &)-product quasi-uniformity 9 
induced from e(L) (Definition 5.2). Then ( 0, $1, &) is quasi-uniformly 
continuous. 
Proof: Let q ~ ’ denote the auxiliary map of ( 0, qSi, q5*). It suffices to
show that for each (real) c>O, l$-‘(BE), FJ-‘(BC~‘)~Z?. We only show 
q -‘(BE) ~9 (the other case is symmetric), and for this it suffices to show 
that 
(i) FE -‘(B,) satisfies Definition 2.3(3) 
(ii) •J -‘(BE) dominates some member of 9 on LIw(L)xlw(L). 
Now (i) is immediate. For (ii), let a E LIw(L)xlw(L) and let 
rt,, rc2: Iw(L) x [w(L) -+ k!(L) denote the projections. We proceed in two 
steps. 
I. Fix (&, pO) E Iw(L) x [w(L) and c( E L. Let pCiO, Mco) be the a-valued fuzzy 
point in Iw(L) x [w(L) defined by 
(4 PL) = (&I, PO) 
otherwise 
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Then we claim t(&, pO) = w(&, pO) + z(&, pO). Let p E R(L). We compute 
0 (PV.,,, h(~)~ ~I(PG,, J(P), and ~2(P~~o, , )(P). For the first corn- 
putation, it follows that 
Similar computations yield 
2. = p = Lo, p = p() 
otherwise, 
p=p=p(j, I=& 
otherwise. 
Now let s be given such that @( @ (p~j,o, ~0))) < Li.. The only meaning- 
ful constraint on s is that @( @ (pCro, , ))(&@p,) < L.i.(&@po). It 
follows d,(a) < (lo @,&(s - ). But by Lemma 7.1(l), this is true 
iff s,<a(&@po, il(a’)). But then t(&, P~)=~&@P~~ dl(a’)). BY 
Lemma 7.1(2), 
Using the computations of n,(po,, VO,) and rcZ(pCj.O, JJ ), and argumentation 
analogous to that preceding (7.1), we obtain 
Immediately t(&, pO) = w(l,, pO) + z(A,, pO). 
II. For each (&, pO) E R(L) x R(L), let pCj.o,Mj be the a(&, PLO)-valued 
fuzzy point in R(L) x R(L) and put 6 = c/2. 
Note a = V {P~~~,~~,: (A,, pO) E [w(L) x R(L)}. So using Lemma 7.2, 
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0 -’ (B,(@( 0 (a)))) 
= V { 0 ’ CBE(@( 0 (P(j.“.p”))))): t&T P-0) E IwlL) ’ R(L)}. 
= r,-l(B,(@(n,(a)))) * q’(B,(@(n,(a)))). 
It follows that on LR(‘-)XR(‘.‘, 
q ’ (&I Bn,‘(B,) A fl;‘(B,) 
and hence that 
Remark 7.1. Let UE LIw(L)xlw(l-) and put 
t=max{s: @( @(a))<Li) 
M’= max(s: @(a,(a)) < L:.} 
z = max{S: @(7c2(a)) 6 L:} 
If W+ z = t, then the proof that q -‘(B,)(a) 3 (n; ‘(B6) A 17; ‘(B,))(u) is 
quite direct and does not need step I of the above proof. However, w + z 3 t 
does not generally hold: if L= {0, 1) and u= ((2, l), (1,2)}, then 
w = 1 = z, t = 4. On the other hand, w + z < t is not difficult to verify. Note 
each element of [w(L) may be written as some x@ji (since @ is a surjec- 
tion), so let x@ j E [w(L). Then it follows 
@(O(a))(XOP)= v j,@p=;Or (d1(u(E*2 p))) 
@(n,(a))(X) = v 4,(4& cc)) 
@(%(Q))(P) = v 41(44 P)). 
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Keeping in mind Theorem 2.1 of [42] and the definitions of w and .z and 
letting Iz @ p = I@ ii, where 1, p are w.1.o.g. left-continuous representatives, 
we have 
(10 P)(w + z) = (v+- IIn A At2)l 
L 
3 4w) A P(Z) 
Thus ~(o(a))(Xg~)~(XO~l)(w+z)=L:,.+;(X~ii), i.e., @(@~(a))< 
L:.,;. Hence w+z<t. 
COROLLARY B. The following hold: 
(1) ( 0, 4,) rj2) is unifarmly continuous with respect to the (rj I, dz)- 
product untformity % on [w(L) x Iw(L) induced from 9. 
(2) (0, d2) is continuous with respect to the &-product topology 
induced on Iw(L) x [w(L) from the canonical topology of Iw(L). 
(3) For each L, 0 is continuous with respect to the canonical topology 
on [w(L) and the canonical product topology on K!(L) x [w(L). 
(4) In (3) replace “For each L” by “For L = I” and “product” by “star 
product.” 
(5) In (2), (3) and (4), replace “canonical” by “stratification f the 
canonical.” 
Proof For (1 ), clear; for (2), Theorem B and Propositions 3.2 and 
5.6(2); for (3), (2) and the choice d1 = i, = $?; for (4) (3) and 
Proposition 2.2; for (5F(2), (3) (4), and Proposition 2.1. 1 
METACOROLLARY B. 0 has a type of uniform continuity (namely quasi- 
untform continuity) which implies its continuity both with respect to the 
canonical topologies and the strattfication f the canonical topologies. 
Remark 7.2. The proof of Theorem B blends together both approaches 
to fuzzy addition [20,42; 601. 
8. APPLICATIONS TO THE FUZZY REAL LINES: ANSWER TO QUESTION C 
The following definitions e sentially parallel [25]. Recall a fuzzy point pc 
with value a E L and support x E X is defined by 
y=x 
otherwise. 
Also recall L’= (M EL: c( is comparable to each element of L}. 
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DEFINITION 8.1. Let 9 c Lx. Then B is a (proper) filter on X (or a 
prefilter [35]) if 9 #a, 0$9, 9 is antiresidual, and a, be 5 == 
ar\bEF. 
DEFINITION 8.2. Let (X, L, %)E IQUI, %= (a!>, and 9 be a filter 
on X. 
(1) QaEL, QUE&, {Ui(p:):x~X} isana-uniformshadingofXfrom 
% (cf. notion of a-shading in [ 111). 
(2) 9 conuerges top: (F+p”,) in (X, L,G) ifVUE%, U(p?,)EF. 
We also say 9 a-converges. 
(3) 9 is a-Cauchy if 9 contains at least one element from each 
a-uniform shading of X from %!, or equivalently, VU E @, 3x E X, 
VP”,) E 5;. 
(4) 9 is weakly a-Cauchy w.r.t. 99 if 3B E g, 3x E X, B(p:) E 8. 
(5) (X, L, %) is a-complete if each a-Cauchy filter a-converges; it is 
strongly a-complete w.r.t. 99 if each filter a-converges which is weakly 
!.x-Cauchy w.r.t. 9$ and it is strongly a-complete if there is a basis of @ with 
respect o which it is strongly a-complete. 
(6) If % is a uniformity, GJ satisfies Definition 6.1, and d is the 
induced pseudometric, then (X, L, %) is a-complete in d if it is a-complete, 
and it is strongly or-complete in d if it is strong or-complete w.r.t. g. 
Remark 8.1. Because of Proposition 4.8, the above definitions may be 
restated using nbhds; e.g., 9 -+p”, iff 9 1 .J$(t(%)). Also note 
a-convergence * a-Cauchy + weakly a-Cauchy, and strongly a-complete in 
d * strongly or-complete * a-complete. 
THEOREM C. If cq y E L’ such that a > y > a’, then the following hold: 
( 1) ([w(L), L, 9(L)) is strongly a-complete. 
(2) (K!(L), L, 9(L)-‘) is strongly cl-complete. 
(3) ([w(L), L, q(L)) is strongly a-complete in d(L). 
ProoJ: We prove (3); (1) and (2) are similar. From Remark 6.1, 
{B, A B, ’ : E > 0} is a basis for a(L) satisfying Definition 6.1 and 
generating d(L). Let Y be a filter on [w(L) which is weakly a-Cauchy w.r.t. 
this basis. Then there is 6 > 0 and A E [w(L) such that (B, A B;‘)(p;) E 9. 
W.l.o.g., y 3~‘. Now let /I> y. Then /I>/? and hence a(& fi’)< b(1, fi’). Let 
c < a(& b’) - 6, define p E Iw(L) by 
(1 ) s-cc 
As) = 
fl, c < s < a(A, fi’) - 6 
y, a(,$ /?‘) - 6 < s < b(l, fl’) + 6 
\ 0, s > b(i, j3’) + 6 
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and put 
tg = max{s: p$ < L,:} 
wB = min { s: pf < Rl. } 
t$ = max { S: pi d Li.} 
w;$=min{s: pE<Rj}. 
Then it is straightforward to verify as in the proof of Theorem B that 
‘j= u(p, 8’) = a(A, /I’) - 6 = t, - 6 
w; = b(p, /I’) = b(A, B’) + 6 = wp + 6. 
Let E > 0. Then 
t;-E=t[,-6-E<t+ 
Wj;+E=Wg+d+E>W/I+d 
B,(P&) 2 B,(P9* B?(P&) 3 B,‘(P!) 
(B, A B?)(p$3 (B, A B,‘)(pq t. I . 
Thus 
(B,A B,‘)(p;)=V {(B, A B;‘)(h): hEWP?)l 
=v {(Bh: A B;‘)(pf): BE%‘, fl>y>y’>/T} 
Gi/ ((4 A B,‘)(P;): BEG, @=w”>b’) 
=v ((4 A B,‘)(b): ME%) 
= (B, A B,‘)(P;). 
It follows that F -p;. 1 
Remark 8.2. The hypotheses of Theorem C are commonly satisfied; 
e.g., 
(1) for a= 1 for any L with either IL1 =2 or IL”1 23, 
(2) for c( > 4 for L = Z. 
Note (1) implies the completeness of [w with the usual metric. 
Remark 8.3. We conjecture [Theorem C( 1) and (2)] *Theorem C(3). 
Remark 8.4. The above results hould be compared with studies of the 
cl-level properties of (w(L) and W(L) as topological spaces; e.g., compare 
Theorem C with the results of [ 11, 54, 59, 61, 631 and especially compare 
Remark 8.2(2) with the results of [43]. 
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9. COMMENTS AND OPEN QUESTIONS 
In the ordinary or crisp case, there are two approaches to uniformities 
which coincide: entourages (as in [26]) and families of uniform coverings 
(as in [25]). In the fuzzy case, the category [I of Lowen [38] generalizes 
for L = Z the entourage approach (a uniformity in [38] is a particular sub- 
set of ZXxX), and the quasi-uniformities and uniformities of Hutton [22] 
generalize for each L the families of uniform coverings approach (each 
UE %! as a member of (Lx)(") induces an a-uniform shading 
{ U(p;): x E X} (Definition 8.2)). Although the philosophical question of 
making the Hutton approach “categorically coherent” (tantamount to 
Question A) is solved in this paper by QUJ and U, there remains 
Question F. Is there a categorical framework which includes both [I 
and QU? 
A weaker open question is 
Question F’. Let L = I. Is there a common defintion satisfied by the 
objects of IL and U(Z, i,, i,)? 
A significant partial answer to Question F’ was obtained recently by 
Hohle [ 181. Hohle shows that for L = Z 
(i) Hutton uniformities subject to two restrictions are fuzzy 
TM-uniformities, where T, : Ix Z + Z by T,(x, y) = V {x + y - 1,0 > is a 
continuous t-norm; 
(ii) Lowen uniformities are Min-uniformities, where Min: Z x Z + Z by 
Min(x, y) =x A y is a continuous t-norm; 
and hence the Lowen uniformities and these restricted Hutton uniformities 
fit into the common framework of fuzzy T-uniformities, where T: Ix Z + Z 
is a continuous t-norm. Furthermore, Hijhle shows that under additional 
restrictions, the fuzzy T-uniformities induce probabilistic metrics in the 
sense of [49, 65-671 on the underlying space. Finally, Hiihle has pointed 
out in private communication that if Question F’ is stated for lattices hav- 
ing a multiplication a d of countable type (VJA c L, 3B c A, IBJ 6 K, and 
V B = V A), then a partial answer is given by Definition 4.1 of [ 191 and 
Remark 2.2(a, b) of [ 161. 
Concerning the generality of QU and U, U is the smallest category in 
which Question A can be answered and it furnishes precisely that notion 
which for each real line generates both the canonical topology and the 
pseudometric generating the canonical topology. The generality of CPU 
seems justified since it is the smallest coherent setting in which Question B 
can be answered and it includes uncountably many natural objects not 
in U (for each L with order reversing involution, ([w(L), L, i?(L)), 
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(WL), L -fW-‘), ML), L ~,&L)), OWL) x WL), L thr hhroduct 
quasi-uniformity), etc; see [63]). The generality of QU and U, since they 
(via JO) furnish objects in T - T,, further supports our positive answer to 
Question D (Sect. 1) and our negative answer to Question E (Sect. 1). 
As for the morphisms of QUJ and U, we note the importance of auxiliary 
maps in any setting for studying continuity. Iffis a given map, not f itself, 
but some auxiliary map is used to determine the continuity of J: The 
auxiliary map is f ~’ in ordinary continuity, the fuzzy continuity of 
[ll, 13, 14,21, 33, 54, 713, and the uniform continuity of [25], (f xf)-’ in 
the uniform continuity of [26] and in II, F;’ in U, and Fe’ in QU and U. 
Note Fp’ is a generalization fthe f -' of [25]. 
Concerning the relationship between QU and T (JO of Proposition 3.2) 
we should note from [22] that each object in T (for which the lattice is 
completely distributive) is quasi-uniformizable: for (X, L, t), define 
@={U,:u~t}, where 
This prompts 
U,(a) = 
{ 
1, a<u 
4 a d u. 
Question G. Does JO have a right or left adjoint? 
Four more questions hould be mentioned, if each L is a complete chain. 
Question H. Clearly the fuzzy multiplication 0 of [64] is generally not 
uniformly continuous (as the case IL1 = 2 shows). Now 0 = @4= 1 P,, 
where each P,: R(L) x R(L) -+ R(L) is defined in [64]. Is each P, (quasi-) 
uniform continuous on some nontrivial subset of R(L) x R(L)? It is shown 
in [64] that 0 is jointly continuous. 
Question I. Is there a uniformity %’ on R’(L) such that 
(1) W(L) induces the stratified canonical topology; 
(2) @I”(L) induces a pseudometric inducing the stratified canonical 
topology; 
(3) W(L) induces a product quasi-uniformity on R”(L) x R”(L) 
which both makes @ quasi-uniformly continuous and induces the 
stratified canonical product topology (so that Question B stated in U, for 
R”(L) can be answered in U,)? 
Hohle conjectures in private communication that Question I has an a&- 
mative answer if L is a complete Boolean algebra; cf. Proposition 5.2 
of [ 163 and Theorem 6.3 and Remark 6.6 of [ 191. 
Question J. Let L = I. Does 0 have any sort of uniform continuity 
with respect o a “star product” (quasi-) uniformity which would imply its 
continuity with respect o the star product topology (Definition 2.2(2))? 
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Quesrion K. Let L = I and let % be any T-uniformity [18] on R(Z), 
where T: Ix I -+ Z is a continuous t-norm. Is there an induced product 
T-uniformity on R(Z) x R(Z) making @ uniformly continuous? Compare 
the results of [ 181 with Theorem 6.10 of [38] and Corollary B( 1) above. 
Note added in proof We conjecture that QUJ(L, ~,, &) [U(L, 4,, $2)] can be meaning- 
fully restricted to a category which has good properties (completeness, cocompleteness,...) 
and are embeddable into QU [U] as a subcategory of QU(L, i,, iL) [U(L, i,, iL)]; 
the same has already been done for T(L, 4) w.r.t. T and T(L, i,)-see the author’s Errata, 
FUZZY Sets and Sysfems 20 (1986), 107-108. 
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